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 DICTIONARIES
 
Colonial
Morns, Edward Ellis Austral English,
a dictionary of Australasian words,
phrases, and usages, with those aborig-
inal-Australian and Maori words which
have become incorporated in the lan-
guage, and the common scientific words
that have had their origin in Australasia
Lond, Macmillan, 1898 525p 22cm. o p
4279
Pettman, Charles. Afncandensms, a
glossary of South African colloquial
words and phrases, and of places and
other names Lond & N Y , Longmans,
1913 579p 23cm op	4279
Good definitions Illustrative quotations are given
with date and exact page reference
Yule, Sir Henry, and Burnell, A C   Hob-
son-Jobson, a glossary of colloquial
Anglo-Indian words and phrases, and of
kindred terms, etymological, historical,
geographical and discursive New ed,
by William Crooke Lond, Munay,
1903 1021p 22cm 42s	4279
ANGLO-SAXON
Bosworth, Joseph Anglo-Saxon diction-
ary, ed and enl by T N Toller Ox,
Clarendon pr, 1882-98 1302p 27cm
63s , $21	429 3
	Supplement, by T  N  Toller    Ox,
Clarendon pr, 1908-21 768p 27cm 50s ;
$1670	4293
Hall, John Richard Clark. Concise An-
glo-Saxon dictionary 3d ed, rev and
enl Camb umv pr , NY, Macmillan,
1931 437p 22cm 30s , $9	4293
1st ed 1894, 2d ed rev and enl , 1916 The 3d ed
is still further enlarged, e g , a considerable number of
words from twelfth-century texts, not recorded in
Bosworth-ToIIer, have been added
As in the 2d ed the work refers to the headings
in the New English dictionary under "which quotations
from Anglo-Saxon, te^ts are given, thus serving as an
index to the large amount of valuable information on
Old English words included in the New English die-
tionary but often overlooked because it is found under
the head of words now obsolete
Sweet, Henry. Student's dictionary of
Anglo-Saxon NY, Ox umv pr, 1911
217p 21cm 10s6d , $350	4293
 MIDDLE ENGLISH
Stratmann, Francis Henry Middle-Eng-
lish dictionary, containing words used
by English wiiters from the 12th to the
15th centur}r, rev and enl by Henry
Bradley Ox, Clarendon pr , 1891 70Sp
25cm 35s 6d , $1575	427
A new dictionary of Middle-English,
projected by the Modern language asso-
ciation of America, is now in prepara-
tion under the editorial dnection of
Dr Thomas A Knott, at the University
of Michigan
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Foreign dictionanes are important in
any library, though their use will vary
greatly according to the size and type of
the library and the chaiacter of the
library clientele The needs of the small
library used by English speaking read-
ers may be met by a modest equipment
of French, German and Latin diction-
aries, while the small or branch library
m a locality which has a considerable
immigrant population will need also the
dictionaries of the languages of these
immigrants Large public libraries and
especially university hbianes need the
best dictionaries of all pimcipal lan-
guages and many minor languages
Two mam types of dictionanes are
represented m the following list (1) the
standaid dictionaiy of a language m that
language only, such as Littre's French
dictionary, and (2) the bilingual diction-
ary, such as the various French-English
and German-English dictionaries The
first type is the more complete and must
be consulted when the fullest vocabulary
or detailed and historical information is
needed, but it can be used only by some-
one fairly familiar with the language,
and is not needed generally in the smaller
library The second type, which is the
most used kind in the average library, is
planned for people who are learning a
language, is much less complete m vocab-
ulary and contains generally no historical
information, as its mam purpose is not
detailed definition but the explanation of

